
Crew Notes 

Before Start: 
• Practice counting down ten seconds accurately. This can keep your eyes off the watch and 

allow you to concentrate on accelerating off the line.  
• Turn around once you’re protecting a hole – look for boats coming in from behind. Talk to 

other boats; encourage them not to take your hole.  
• Make sure you know where all the marks are and what the course is. Try and guesstimate 

how high/low the jibe mark is, etc. 
• Get a line sight. Make sure the skipper has an accurate one. 
• Make the skipper voice thoughts – starting plan and game plan for first weather leg 
• Watch for the first shift coming in – will it alter the starting line, will you be positioned to 

get it? 
• Watch wind and talk about it early, take another glance in last 30 seconds so you know what 

to expect 

After Start: 
• Think of it as a sprint, concentrate on acceleration, balance, and speed to get clear air off the 

line 
• Don’t fiddle with stuff in the boat 
• Take a quick glance to see how close boat above is and if you are pinching them off. Don’t 

let skipper look around 
• Bad start and in bad air – immediately look for room to tack and path through oncoming 

starboard tackers. 
• Good start – go for the sprint, then look and tell the skipper when you can tack clear or if 

you can tack and duck. Where are the majority of boats going right off the line, where is the 
first shift? 

First Upwind Leg: 
• Watch shifts coming down. Look up past the windward mark for puffs setting up or moving 

down the water, watch how the move and practice calling righties and lefties. What is going 
to be the dominant shift, what can we get to, what can help us? 

• Always be looking for the bigger picture, the minute your concentrating on the same thing 
the skipper is you’re dead. Consider yourself mainly responsible for big fleet tactics and 
partially responsible for small fleet tactics 

• Be responsible for all boats that cross or take your stern. Do they keep going out or do they 
tack and when. How much wind (check for them sitting in or hiking), how are they heading. 
Keep track of boats around you. 

• It’s important for the skipper to concentrate on boats speed and handling 
• Don’t sit still – concentrate on keeping the boat balanced 



Downwind/Reach: 
• Get the kite set 
• Keep the spinnaker powered up, windward edge just starting to curl 
• Keep spinnaker pole perpendicular to the breeze/parallel to the boom 
• Watch for boats on your air 
• Communicate with skipper about pressure in the kite, heat up if it feels light/head down if 

pressure is good 

Last Upwind Leg – Finishing: 
• Always keep track of closest end of the finish line and the layline to it 
• Watch boats that round behind you and call when they tack 
• Remind skipper to stay with the majority of boats behind you if you’re doing well 
• Don’t lose sight of the bigger picture. It’s very easy to concentrate only on the two or three 

boats you rounded with but the skipper is probably watching them as well. Look for shifts, 
etc just as you did on the first weather leg.  

• The last thirty seconds are very important for information. Who is going to be close, are 
there any boats coming out of the other corner? Make sure your speed is good and the 
skipper knows whom they are converging with at the finish line. 

Mark Roundings: 
• Take the last few boatlengths to think about the next leg. Where will the wind be coming in 

from, do we need to tack/jybe immediately? Voice these thoughts and make the skipper 
think about them as well. 

• Think about what boats are going to be there when you round. Are there close-hauled port 
boats that you will foul if you jybe right around the mark, how can you thread through 
them? How many boats are set up high on the second reach leg, should we not tack 
immediately because of their bad air. 

• You are, in a way, a traffic cop. 


